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FOOTBALL PREPARES TO TOP FERRIS IN WEEKEND RIVALRY

Survey attempts to help
students stay in school
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

Since 2007, Grand Valley
State University has seen a
decrease in student reten
tion, and with an increas
ing amount of students who
come to the university their
freshmen year, more and
more are not coming back to
continue their education.
According to data found
through GVSU’s Institution
al Analysis, 86 percent of
new undergraduate FTIAC
(First Time in Any College)
students in 2007 came back
to GVSU the following year.
The first-year retention rate
for FTIAC students in 2012
was 81.4 percent.
“Keeping students here at
Grand Valley is always one
of our top priorities,” said
Nancy Giardina, vice provost
for Student Success .“We pay
attention because we care
about our students.”
Conducted the first three
to six weeks into the fall se
mester, the freshmen MAPWorks survey is given to
provide student feedback for
university advisers. The sur
vey collects data to custom
ize a student response report
to gage the college transition
and to pinpoint trouble areas
that could result in students
dropping out of school.
“MAP-Works is a great
way for us to find out what
we as a university need to do
to help the student body as a
whole,” Giardina said. “We

want students to come here
and be engaged and support
ed throughout their college
experience.”
According to the fall 2012
MAP-Works survey results,
GVSU students rated them
selves higher than their peers
on their communication and
analytic skills, but lower on
several social scales, includ
ing peer connections, social
integration and homesick
ness—which means GVSU
students are more homesick
than peers.
GVSU students also rated
themselves as having higher
test anxiety than peers.
“In reference to the pres
sure of testing and social
concern, Grand Valley looks
very intensively into these
matters, especially when
they show up on survey re
sults,” Giardina said. “We
can learn what we need to
focus on more through the
Academic Success Center
so that we can provide any
resources that students feel
as though they need. We are
always concerned about stu
dents not being connected
because, as a main goal, we
truly want all students to be
involved and feel as though
they have a place at Grand
Valley.”
The main goal of the sur
vey is to help students figure
out how to engage with the
vast variety of resources that

Required service reaps rewards
Campus clubs demand that members get involved
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Student involvement: Grand Valley State University students volunteer during the John Ball Zoo Boo event held annually. Many
clubs volunteer at the event to fulfill service hour requirements that, in many cases, clubs require their members to complete.

BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

At Grand Valley State University,
many campus clubs are active in the
community and on campus with volun
teering and service activities. Some or
ganizations stipulate that their members
participate in a required number of ser
vice hours, while others don’t have this
requirement.
“There is no (official) service hour
requirement for student organizations,”
said Shannon Riffel, service consultant
at the GVSU Community Service Learn
ing Center. “Organizations may choose
to incorporate service hour requirements
as a facet of their organization. Club
sports and honors societies often require
an element of service.”
Tim Layer, vice president of the cam
SEE SURVEY ON A2

pus affairs committee on Student Senate,
said Senate isn’t involved in the clubs’
setting a number of required hours, but
being a part of a fraternity and a club
sport, he has to complete certain required
hours.
In his fraternity, Delta Upsilon, Layer
is required to complete 15 hours of com
munity service per semester. If these
hours are not completed, members are
given a strike and are charged an $8-peruncompleted-hour-fee that is donated to
a charity, according to the chapter’s code
of conduct.
Amelia Parenteau, alumni commu
nications chair and house manager of
Delta Zeta, said that her sorority requires
that members also complete 15 commu
nity service hours a semester along with
$37.50 of monetary donations.

GV preps lor 'Of homecoming
BY CLAIRE FODELL

Homecoming
spirit
throughout the week,” Am
brose said. “For example,
tarting
Sunday,
the National Art Educa
students at Grand
tion Association is heading
Valley State Uni
up the transformation of
versity can click the heels
20/20 (information desk)
of their shoes together for
into the house that fell on
Homecoming events—but
the wicked witch this Sat
only if they’re wearing
urday.”
ruby red slippers.
Events for Homecom
Marvis Herring, who
ing this year will begin
graduated last spring, sub
Oct. 13 and will run until
mitted this year’s theme of
the football game against
anything Oz with the slo
Northern Michigan Uni
gan “There’s no place like
versity on Oct. 19.
the Valley.”
The Office of Student
“The events through
Life will also be hosting
the week are inspired by
a ruby red slipper hunt
all movies that encom
Sunday through Thursday.
pass ‘The Wizard of Oz’ in
Fifteen pairs of red slip
some capacity,” said Chel
pers will be hidden around
sea Pulice, Homecoming
the Allendale Campus, the
adviser in the Office of
Pew Campus and various
Student Life.
satellite campuses. Clues
Ellerie Ambrose, coor
for the locations of the
dinator of Homecoming
slippers will be posted on
events for the Laker Tradi
the
Stu
tions Team, said anything
dent Life
Oz is acceptable.
website
“The Wizard of Oz is
o n
the easier aspect of the
Oz theme because it is the
most common in terms of
decorations and costumes,
but anything Oz is ac
cepted and greatly encour
aged,” Ambrose said.
Planning and execu
tion of Homecoming was
a team effort between mul
tiple student organizations
on campus.
“We have tried to
incorporate the in
volvement of other
organizations on
campus using
their unique
talents to
contrib
ute to
the
ASSISTANTNEWS @ LANTHORN.COM
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Sunday. Students can send
in a photo of them with
the slippers to lakertraditions@gvsu.edu.
The pictures will then be
posted on the web page so
other students will no lon
ger search in that location.
Slippers should be turned
into the Office of Student
Life in 1110 Kirkhof Cen
ter. Students without teams
are encouraged to look for
slippers, but team mem
bers who find the slippers
will be awarded 20 points
for their team. Slipper
searchers are encouraged
to wear Oz-festive attire
in their pictures with the
shoes.
Festivities will official
ly begin with this year’s
Homecoming games: the
“Oz-lympics.” The games
will be hosted from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. on Sunday at the
Kelly Family Sports Cen
ter. Broom racing,
munchkin tug of
war, Tin Man relays
and apple tree shot
put will all be played
in a bracketorgan iTe a m
captains
are respon
sible
for
assigning
members
their
teams to
ach

event, keeping in mind that
some of the times of the
events will overlap. All of
the events have some level
of physical risk that partic
ipants must acknowledge
when they sign a waiver
before the games. Brooms,
ropes, apples and Tin Man
outfits will all be provided
to participants.
Throughout the week,
Student Senate will also be
hosting its annual T-shirt
swap. Students can bring
their old high school —and
even other university—Tshirts to the Senate table
in the Kirkhof lobby and
trade them in for a GVSU
t-shirt.
Senate members will
donate the T-shirts stu
dents trade in and will
have a table in Kirkhof on
Tuesday from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m., Wednesday from
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and
Thursday from 2:30 p.m.
to 4:15 p.m.
Thursday night, Steve
Aoki with Autoerotique
will be in the Fieldhouse
at 8 p.m. for all students,
faculty, staff and alumni.
Tickets for students are
$10 at the 20/20 informa
tion desk before Oct. 14.
After then, tickets are $15.
Homecoming
teams
will also participate in the
canned food sculpture con
test on Oct. 18. The contest
will be held all over cam
pus, and judging will begin
at 2 p.m. The football game
will begin at 7 p.m. Oct. 19
in Lubbers Stadium.
For more information
a complete list of
events visit, www.
vsu.edu/studentlife/home-

“Almost every Greek organization
has community service hours, however
I’m not sure how much they are,” she
said.
Layer added that he also has to com
plete required community service hours
as part of the Swim and Dive Club. The
requirement for the club is that members
“must complete a minimum of one com
munity service, outreach, or volunteer
project per academic year,” according to
the GVSU club sports tier system.
The CSLC provides resources for stu
dent organizations to utilize when they
are in search of service opportunities.
“Nonprofits and other organizations
of the Grand Rapids area submit volun
teer opportunities to our office, and we

Award-winning writer
warns on global health
Fall Arts Series hosts journalist
BY CARLY SIMPSON
CSIMPSON @ LANTHORN.COM

About 200 people filled
Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Eberhard Center
on Oct. 7 to listen to guest
speaker Laurie Garrett, an
award-winning
journalist
and science writer, speak on
global public health and its
effects on foreign policy and
national security.
Garrett, the only person
ever to receive a Pulitzer, a
Peabody and a Polk award,
came to GVSU as part of
the Fall Arts Celebration
2013. During her lecture,
she stressed that disease
threats today can no longer
be fought at the local level.
Globalization has created an
increased interdependence
among people throughout
the world, and countries are
no longer separate entities
existing independently of
one another.
“What we have seen in
the last decade is more and
more governments trying to
get away with not fulfilling
their protection responsi
bilities,” Garrett said. “More
and more governments are
cutting budgets that are es
sential for emergency re
sponse. I think we are in a
very difficult time globally
in trying to make govern
ments really fulfill their du
ties to its people, and I in
clude our own.”
Vandana Pednekar-Magal, a professor of commu
nications at GVSU, con
curred. “The boundaries
between local and global
have blurred,” PednekarMagal said. “Global efforts
are now needed to protect
public health in local com
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munities.”
Increased travel and trade
among countries are only a
few ways nations worldwide
have joined together.
“Public health is an in
terconnected system,” said
Fred Antczak, dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. “There is no per
son anywhere on this planet
that isn’t affected by public
health. Everybody is vulner
able and has to be a part of a
comprehensive solution.”
However, Garrett said
the U.S. government system
is not equipped to handle a
global pandemic. Budget
cuts on the local, state and
national levels have weak
ened public health efforts
and caused numerous health
department labs to outsource
their work elsewhere.
“We have a deficit of
55,000 public health work
ers, compared to a year
and half ago, in the United
States,” Garrett said. “The
question is now, ‘Who is
there to take care of future
public health problems?’
Those numbers are dwin
dling.”
The irony is that public
health is one of the top 10
majors declared in under
graduate schools across the
US.
“We are training an amaz
ing assembly of skilled pub
lic health youth, but where
are the jobs?” she said.
“Where will they work?”
Garrett encouraged stu
dents to pay attention to
Congress in the week ahead
and to think about the rea
sons the government is shut
SEE WRITER ON A2
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CLUBS
CONTINUED FROM A1
post those opportunities to the CSLC
website on their behalf in order to attempt
to pull in as many volunteers for either a
specific event or an ongoing opportunity
hosted by that organization or non-profit,”

Riffel said.
One such opportunity that GVSU clubs
have been involved with in the Grand
Rapids area is the John Ball Zoo’s Hal
loween event “Zoo Goes Boo.”
“Zoo Goes Boo is an event specific
opportunity that has been submitted to
the Community Service Learning Center

through our resources available to local Clubs are requested to pre-register for the
non-profits and organizations,” Riffel event no later than Oct. 14 to volunteer.
said. “We posted that opportunity on our
“We’d love to get more groups and
more or new organizations
site for students and student or
ganizations to review and vol
who are looking for more op
unteer if it is something of their
portunities to get their name
interest.”
out there in a family-friendly
In the past, many clubs have
event,” she said.
Embler said that volunteer
volunteered at the event, in We have over
ing at the event not only gives
cluding the Renaissance Club, 10,000 people
students the chance to com
the Quidditch Team, the Swing
plete required service hours
Dance Club, Sigma Alpha attend the
for the clubs they’re in, but
Lambda, and many others, said event...
also to give their club more
Kristen Embler, guest program
exposure.
assistant coordinator for the KRISTEN EMBLER
GUEST PROGRAM ASST.
“We have over 10,000 peo
John Ball Zoo.
ple attend the event over sev
“In the past and this year,
clubs have helped with handing out treats, en days so it gives organizations a chance
facilitating crafts and activities, greeting to interact with families and kids of all
guests, and performing in costume and different backgrounds,” Embler said. “Not
only can volunteers count the hours to
character for our guests,” Embler said.
Zoo Goes Boo is a seven-day event that ward their organization’s requirements but
began in 1992 and has evolved over the the event also provides an awesome team
years. Embler said that over 10,000 people building experience —we can’t think of a
attend the event and several clubs have al better way to get to know fellow GV stu
dents than working together to help kids
ready asked to volunteer for this year.
“It has always been our mission to give through the straw maze or sharing a laugh
the Grand Rapids area a fun and family- while dressing up as a Halloween themed
mascot. Zoo Goes Boo is a unique and re
friendly Halloween event,” Embler said.
She is hoping to have up to 20 orga warding event to get involved with — and
nizations send volunteers, because they it’s a lot of fun.”
need about 40 to 50 volunteers per day.

Colleen Lindsay-Bailey, of dents to figure out how to
GVSU’s Office of Housing navigate the university. All
CONTINUED FROM A1
and Residence Life. ‘‘The professional advisers and
goal is to help all students housing staff follow up
are available at GVSU.
“MAP-Works looks at connect and engage in all with students on an indi
a number of factors and the university offers them vidual basis to be sure that
behaviors that we at the in terms of resources and suggestions for engage
university know successful support. We know that stu ment are designed specifi
students engage in,” said dents are interested in mak cally for the student they
ing a successful transition are working with.”
After results are calcu
to Grand Valley, and this is
one of the many tools that lated, they are reviewed
by individuals related to
help students to do that.”
If students rank certain the topic at hand, and stu
elements in the survey dents are sent an email
below average, they are addressing any topics that
pinpointed to their “dash may need further assis
board,” a function in the tance. The survey helps to
describe the stu
survey
that
https://www.facebook.com/#!/events/444931315622218/?ref_dashboard_filter=upcoming
dent experience
shows
how
early on in the
students
are
semester to in
doing in rela
You and up to 3 other friends get tion to their Our goal is to troduce resourc
es to those who
peers.
Stu
together and race other teams to dents are then help students need them before
things get out of
solve a variety of clues that cotiW I directed to to the best of
hand.
ward resourc our ability...
“Ultimately,
lead to a semester of free rent for" l es available on
we want students
campus, such NANCY QIARDINA
that need help
as tutoring or STUDENT SUCCESS
you
check; us out
counseling
to get the help
services with profes|jqnal that they need,” Giardina
ONLINE 70 LEARN
advisers and Housing and said. “Our goal is to help
WORE ABOUT 48WEST
Residence Life staff, who students to the best of our
have a connection with stu ability and MAP-Works is
dents because of their ma a key element in this goal.
jor or where they live.
The quicker students feel
ober12th at 12:30pm
“The survey is a reten connected and have their
tion tool,” Lindsay-Bailey questions answered, the
your team of 3 or 4
said. “It provides personal more quickly they consid
ized information based on er Grand Valley to be the
a student’s responses. The place to be.”
personalized report can be
incredibly valuable to stu-
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hospital and believe they
shouldn’t pay any taxes for
CONTINUED FROM A1
it? Then multiply that by ev
down and what is at stake. ery public service that you
care about: your
“One
of
roads, your librar
the hallmarks
ies, your schools
in the past 10
and your public
to 15 years in
health infrastruc
world econom Public health
ture. Do the list
ics is an everand ask yourself
greater
con is an interif all this money is
centration of connectected
allowed to leave
world wealth
the system, then
in an ever system.
who is paying for
smaller amount
all this and how?
of human bank FRED ANTCZAK
DEAN OF CLAS
And that in the
accounts,” she
end is the single
said. “Who do
you think is going to pay biggest problem for public
for public hospitals if none health and global health at
of the rich ever go to the the moment.”
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Career Center to host Fall Fair, students to explore opportunites
BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROGAN @ LANTHORN.COM

lob, internship and net
working opportunities will
abound at Grand Valley State
University’s Fall Career Fair,
where participating compa
nies are looking to fill nearly
8,000 job and internship po
sitions.
The Fall Career Fair is one
of two annual job fairs that
the GVSU Career Center
hosts.
Susan Proctor, employer
development manager for the
Career Center, said the cen
ter is expecting a variety of
industries to be represented
at the fair including govern
ment, health, manufacturing,
criminal justice and nonprof
it organizations.
“Our goal is to help shape
students’ professional lives
and to help increase their
professional network,” Proc
tor said. “We want to connect
employers and students.”
A misconception is that
the fair is only for juniors and
seniors who are looking for
jobs or internships - any stu
dent can attend. Proctor said
that while the fair is geared

toward GVSU students, stu
dents from other local uni
versities are invited as well.
At the fair, students will
have the chance to talk to
organizations and network
with possible employers.
“I think the most impor
tant part of the fair is for stu
dents to get human contact
with employers in the field of
their choice,” Proctor said.
Flowever, students don’t
need to know what career
they want after graduation to
attend. The fair is also for stu
dents who are not sure what
kind of opportunities will be
open to them after gradua
tion, Proctor said.
Proctor also said the Ca
reer Center continues to see
more quality employers and
job openings at career fairs.
While the fair is free for
students to attend, organi
zations are required to pay
a fee that differs based on
the type of organization and
what they intend to have with
them at the fair. Proctor said
that these fees are used to
fund the fairs use of the DeVos Place Convention Center
and are offset by their main

sponsoring compa
ny - Northwestern
Mutual, a financial
company.
Kayla Blaskowski, a junior and ac
counting major at
GVSU,
attended
the fair as a student
ambassador
this
past winter.
“I helped out
people who needed
help,” Blaskowski
said. “It was a good
way to practice net
working and talk
ing to people from
all sorts of fields.”
Blaskowski ad
vised students to
take notes on the
companies they are
interested in before Creating opportunities: Students talk to employers at the career fair, looking for internship and future job
going to the career opportunities. The Grand Valley State University Career Center will host the Fall Career Fair Oct. 15 from 1
fair, as well as while
“Students looking for they need any help in prepar
job because it is a “good op
they are there. She
an
art-related job might be ing for the fair.
portunity
to
make
yourself
also suggests that students
more
creative in what they
The fair will take place
known
in
your
field,”
Blas
write follow-up thank you
wear than those looking for, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
notes to keep in contact with kowski said.
Students looking to attend say, an accounting job,” Proc Oct. 15 in the DeVos Place
companies and potential em
Convention Center in Grand
should
plan to wear profes tor said.
ployers.
Proctor
reminds
students
Rapids.
sional
attire
that
is
dictated
Students should go to the
For more information,
career fair even if they are by the type of organization to bring up-to-date resumes
not currently looking for a they are hoping to connect and said that students should visit www.gvsu.edu/careers.
with.
contact the Career Center if

Wrecking ball shirts raise money for Relay for Life
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINKSI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

Some students played gui
tar and sang songs of protest
when the now world-famous
pendulum was removed at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity. Others remained locked
in their rooms watching the
Miley Cyrus parody videos
until their sides split with
laughter.
The Ravines Community
Council at GVSU capitalized
on the buzz surrounding the
incident by selling T-shirts to
raise money to benefit Relay
for Life.
Jourdan Boychuk, a soph
omore at GVSU, is in her first

semester as a community
service representative for the
council. She came up with
the idea to create and sell the
wrecking ball t-shirts with
“reinstall the ball” printed on
them after the Twittersphere
erupted with posts involving
the pendulum removal.
“We were hoping to sell at
least 65 to 70 shirts, but the
word spread like crazy and
we surpassed our goal by a
lot,” Boychuk said, adding
that about 300 students or
dering shirts.
She first brought the idea
to a community council
meeting, and the group de
cided to follow through with

it. The council allowed stu
dents to pre-order the shirts
for $10 each on Sept. 18 and
20.

Mario Sanchez, a sopho
more at GVSU, is in his first
year as president for the Ra
vines Community Council.
He said the idea to sell
the t-shirts came from seeing
the posts on Twitter. Many
students were interested in
buying shirts, but no one was
selling them.
“It was decided by the
council to create ‘reinstall
the ball’ shirts to sell to the
student body as a way for
students to express their
opinion on the incident, but

also to fundraise for a great fitting because October was
Cancer Awareness Month,”
cause,” Sanchez said.
The Ravines Community Boychuk said.
Tim ThimCouncil decided
mesch, associate
that all of the
vice president of
money
raised
Facilities Servic
from the shirt
es, was involved
sales would be
donated to Relay ...word spread in taking down
for Life, which like crazy and the pendulum.
“With the in
hosts events to
we surpassed creased interest
honor
cancer
in the pendulum
survivors
and our goal...
and student in
raise funds for
the fight against JOURDAN BOYCHUK teraction, it was
very important
cancer. Boychuk GVSU STUDENT
to take a look at
said this was a
the structural integrity and
“worthy cause.”
“Relay for Life is a great safety of the installation,”
organization and we found it Thimmesch said. “The pen

dulum had been in place for
18 years at the current site.
We consequently discovered
some concerns that are being
addressed.”
However, he was one of
the hundreds of people on
campus who chose to buy a
wrecking ball T-shirt to show
support for Relay for Life and
to put a positive spin on the
incident.
“Relay for Life is an im
portant annual event that
promotes student awareness
and involvement in support
of the needs of others,” Thim
mesch said. “We are a very
caring community and this is
another example.”

Students explore new internships, programs at study abroad fair

Travel abroad: Amanda Furstenburg hands out Information to students interested in studying abroad in
Italy. More than 1,000 students attended the fair to learn about the programs offered around the world.

BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
EPHILLIPS@LANTHORN.COM

More than 1,000 students
attended Grand Valley State
University’s annual Study
Abroad Fair, which was
hosted by the Padnos Inter
national Center in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof
Center on Tuesday.
Representatives from 70
study abroad partnerships
and related programs pro
vided information to the at
tendees, whose turnout ex
ceeded the expected number
of people who usually attend.
“It grows every year,” said
Meaghann
Myers-Smith,

study abroad adviser at the
PIC. “Today, the people nev
er stopped coming.”
Students looking to study
abroad this year got to check
out the four new partnerships
from five different countries:
India, Austria, France, Ecua
dor and Switzerland.
The partnership with
Austria and Switzerland is
an engineering program that
has already connected three
GVSU students with busi
ness opportunities and paid
internships with well-known
international companies, in
cluding Bosch Engineering
and Schaeffer Oil. This trip

is open to students in the
Seymour and Esther Padnos
College of Engineering and
Computing who have a GPA
of at least 2.7. Languages of
instruction are German and
English.
“These countries are very
well known for technology
and suited for engineers and
computer science majors,”
said Joe Iannelli, director of
the School of Engineering at
GVSU. “Students gain sub
stantial overseas and profes
sional experience they can
use here in West Michigan,
which has 50 multi-national
German corporations.”

The pre-existing
partnership with
India is supple
mented by the new
spirituality
pro
gram focusing on
service projects in
Central and North
ern India, specifi
cally Delhi, Varana
si and Ladakh. The
program is open to
all students with at
least a 2.5 GPA and
is taught in English.
“India is very
different, the cul
ture is very dif
ferent, and for
students who like
to go out of their
bubble, this is the
place they have
to go,” said Sunny
Luke, representa
tive from the India partner
ship and program director
for the International Institute
for Scientific and Academic
Collaboration. “India is a
place for them to experience
something different.”
GVSU also has partner
ships with France and an
ecology and conservation ef
fort in Ecuador.
The university offers four
different categories of studyabroad programs: faculty-led
programs, internship pro
grams, GVSU partnership
programs and non-GVSU
programs. The faculty-led

programs typically last from could go abroad for six weeks
two to eight weeks during instead of four months.”
As well as regular GVSU
the spring and summer se
mesters and involve traveling financial aid awards, the PIC
and learning from a GVSU offers seven primary grants
instructor. Internship pro and scholarships to help pay
grams, also offered in the for study abroad experiences.
summer, help students gain There are also “Funding 101”
professional experience in workshops to help students
locations like London, Ma determine the cost of their
drid, Dublin and Paris.
trip and potential funding
Partnership programs take sources. These workshops
students all over the world, typically take place the last
giving them the opportunity Thursday of every month.
The travel health booth
to learn at their chosen insti
helped
con
tution abroad for
nect
students
a summer, a se
with the Family
mester or a whole
Health Clinic in
year.
Grand Rapids,
Non-GVSU
which offers im
programs
are Today, the
munizations by
sponsored by an people never
appointment.
other institution
These are vital to
or study abroad stopped
many students
organization. coming.
studying abroad,
GVSU
allows
as some coun
students to par MEYERS-SMITH
tries require in
ticipate in these PIC ADVISER
dividuals to have
programs,
and
certain immuni
gives them GVSU
credit for their classes and ex zations before entering the
country.
perience.
Many students left the
A booth supporting nontraditional students inter room with a bag full of infor
ested in studying abroad was mation packets, small gifts
and wanderlust.
also at the fair.
“At first I just wanted to
“I was a nontraditional
student,” said Angela Smith, leave the country,” said GVSU
the representative for the student DeMante Baldwin.
program. “I’m a mom and “But now I really want to go to
an older student, and I didn’t Japan.”
For more information, visit
know there were programs
I could participate in, that I www.gvsu.edu/studyabroad.
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Peacockinq v. Wing-manning: Why Social Darwinism is a complex beast
as we were both studying
quietly and within ear shot,
everyone in the area was, by
proxy, acutely aware of the
conversation.
After they left, my friend
and I made eye contact and
giggled. We both had noticed
how these guys seemed to be
puffing themselves up—shoul
ders rolled back, boasting
about sports—and verbally
bringing other “douche” guys
down. At an intuitional level,
the conversation didn't come
across as genuine; it came
across as a metaphorical kind
of peacocking, where they
were trying to make them
selves appear flashy and attrac
tive in conversation.
I’m not trying to rip on
these guys. I’m sure they’re
great dudes. Honestly, I’m not
even sure this is a conscious
rhetorical strategy. But even
among my close male friends,

- BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER@LANTHORN.COM

according
to Urban Dictionary .com,
happens when males wear
flashy colors, like the exotic
bird, with hopes of attracting
a mate.
The other day, 1 saw this
ritual at work on a small scale.
My lovely friend and 1 were on
campus enjoying the anachronistic sunshine by studying
outside. Nearby, a couple of
guys were casually throwing
around a Frisbee. They didn’t
seem to acknowledge us, but
“Peacocking,”

*

*
•
;
•
.

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

DO YOU THINK STUDENTS SHOULD BE
REQUIRED TO INTERN, VOLUNTEER, OR
HOLD A JOB IN THEIR FIELD BEFORE
GRADUATING?
Sure- the hands-on experience can
be good for anyone and it can help in
deciding a future career path.

I’ve witnessed this phenom
enon at work.
In my experience, this is
how peacocking works: Guy
1 and Guy 2 are talking in the
presence of females, whom
they typically either don’t
know very well, if at all, or
whom they are actively trying
to impress. The conversation
then becomes a landscape
upon which each guy tries to
make himself stand out. Some
times, this goal is achieved by
bragging, whether subdy or
not so subdy. More often than
not, Guy 1 achieves this goal
by throwing Guy 2 “under the
bus.”
The problem is: I don’t
think this technique is working
as well as offenders perceive it
to be. In my experience, girls
are often more hyper aware
of intention than their male
counterparts, so they instandy
see right through this ulterior

modve.
Unless the friend-bashing
is aggressive, or the bragging
obnoxious, however, most
girls seem to find peacocking
endearing. Even so, I don’t
think “endearing” is the adjec
tive these men are aiming for.
A disclaimer I’m not arguing
that all men do this. I’m just
saying that when they do, it
doesn’t work as effectively
as they’d like. 1 would also
like to point out that both men
and women peacock, though
female peacocking manifests
itself in other ways, which 1
have yet to explore.
Perhaps an alternative
solution to peacocking is
“wing-manning,” a term used
by some of my male friends
use which means that Guy
1 helps Guy 2 look good by
talking him up. In a sense,
wing-manning is the opposite
of peacocking.

VALLEY VOTE
Do you think students should
be made to pay for college on
their own?
YES - 29%
NO - 71%

Imagine for a moment that
the conversation as a land
scape again. Each man uses
his words as blocks in order
to build a tower on these land
scapes. In peacocking, men
work toward building their
own towers and destroying
the towers of their adversary.
In wing-manning, one man
leaves his territory to help his
friend build the most beautiful
tower possible. Thus, peacock
ing is a destructive force, and
wing-manning is a productive
one.
I think most girls would
agree that wing-manning
makes both guys look more
appealing in the end. That
being said, social interactions
are complex and visceral
beasts. According to Charles
Darwin, the strongest survives.
But in Social Darwinism,
our question becomes: What
character traits to do we con

THIS ISSUE'S QUESTION:
Do you think students should
be required to have a job or
internship in their intended
field?

LOG ON & VOTE

sider “strong” in interpersonal
interactions? Do women prefer
dominant men or collaborative
men?
Here, I argue for collabora
tive men, but perhaps there
are exceptions to this rule.
Perhaps the kind of guy who
peacocks attracts the kind of
girl who is wooed by dominant
men. As one of my co-workers
articulated when 1 pitched
this idea: ‘Two peacocks of a
feather fly together.” Maybe
we’ve created a false dilemma
and the true answer is to use
neither “peacocking” nor
“wing-manning” as a strategy
for attracting the other sex. If
we always presented ourselves
authentically to the opposite
sex, we wouldn’t have to
worry about any of this at all.
Thoughts? Questions?
GVSU men, do you disagree?
Email me your response at
nfisher@lanthom.com.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Read the blog

"GV tailgating"
by Mina Shafik

LANTHORN.COM

EDITORIAL

PUT IT TO PRACTICE
Some students find excuses not to pursue hands-on experience in their fields before
graduating, but we at the Lanthorn think it's a mighty gamble not to have that training.

STEVE GARBER

Senior
Journalism and Broadcasting
Wyoming, Ml

Yes! Interning and volunteering gets
students involved and learning way
more about their future job. When
getting involved, you can see if you
are really going to enjoy your future.
Take every opportunity possible.

SHELBY CHAMBERS

Junior
Allied Health Sciences and Dance
Lake Orion, Ml

Absolutely notl Especially since my
major is psychology and it is highly
difficult to find internships and vol
unteer (opportunities) in the specific

Grand Valley State University is
hosting its first career fair of the school
year next week. This provides students
a great opportunity to practice their in
terviewing skills if they’re not looking
for an internship or job, and allows stu
dents who are to explore their options.
But, even though this career-build
ing opportunity is right at GVSU’s
backdoor, many students will choose
not to take it. For many students, this
missed chance is due to the misconcep
tion that learning about something in
concept is the same as practical knowl
edge and actually doing and trying it
for oneself.
This misconception is visible when
- looking at student habits and how
they choose to spend their time. For
instance, instead of stepping outside of
their rooms and experiencing the cam
pus life and atmosphere, they choose to
spend the evening on their computer or

in front of some other type of asocial
activity. Instead of getting involved
in clubs that could give them real-life
experience in their area of study, they
focus on classwork with concepts on a
page.
Students, the Lanthom staff is not
telling you that your schoolwork is not
important. It is! You need to pass your
classes to graduate, obviously. The
better question is, would you take even
an hour break from studying and doing
homework to get involved in an activ
ity that would give you real-life experi
ence? Because every employer will tell
you that actual experience looks better
on a resume than a 4.0 GPA, which
many employers won’t even look at.
If the club that you’re involved in
is going to visit a business that could
turn into your future workplace, why
wouldn’t you go? It’s not because there
isn’t enough time because all students

can make the time to do things that
they want to do, like meet with friends
or go to the movies. While making this
time may require sacrifices, it would be
worth it to help your future self.
So, if you’re going to be a vet, why
not volunteer at an animal shelter? Go
ing to be a teacher? Help at the tutoring
center or volunteer at events where
you’ll be interacting with the age group
you want to teach. Want to be a writer
or reporter? Then why aren’t you
working at the Lanthom?
Students should attend the career
fair because while you might have
theoretical knowledge of how to talk to
employers and what you want to say,
in practice you may not be as prepared
as you think. As the common phrase
goes, “practice makes perfect” - while
knowledge is good, knowledge from
experience is better.

field of psychology I study. Making
it a requirement makes graduating
much more of a challenge than it

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I MARELGUIJ BRIONES

already is.

KATHERI HARRIS

Sophomore
Psychology
Kentwood, Ml
Absolutely. We spend thousands of
dollars paying for an education to
continue on in life. Essentially, that
is where we get the most bang for
our buck)

COURTNEY LOWNEY

Senior
Special Education
Dryden, Ml

Yes, I think that interning in their field
allows students to truly understand
what their field is all about and helps
them apply their knowledge to their
career outside the classroom.

ANGELINA DELGADO

Senior
Exercise Science
Chicago. Illinois

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorm opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity
The Grand Valley Lanthom
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community
discussion.
The
Lanthom will not publish or
entertain any forms of hate speech,
but will not discriminate against
any other views, opinions or beliefs.
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other reader

generated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthorm
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
indude the author’s full name and
relevant tide along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staff of the Grand Valley iMnthom
outside of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

OOS1 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We'll listen.
edjtorial@lanthorn.com

A Response to (Re)searching for the Humanities
Joe Hogan’s October 6
column, “Studies show 79
percent of literature ennobles
humanity,”
provides
an
excellent opportunity
for
the Office of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarship
(OURS) to further address the
disparities in the representation
of humanities, social sciences
and arts in undergraduate
research opportunities.
Hogan
is
correct
in
acknowledging
the
discrepancies in the number
of undergraduate research
opportunities in the sciences
compared to those of the
humanities, arts, and social
sciences. This imbalance is
not specific to Grand Valley.
The absence of undergraduate
research
opportunities
in
humanities, arts and social
sciences is a societal issue that
exists across many institutions
of higher education.
While
GVSU’s
discrepancies are evident, solely
looking at the Undergraduate
Research Fair and Student
Summers Scholars is not
an accurate indicator of the
research
being conducted
by undergraduate students
at GVSU. For example,
psychology has a vibrant culture

of undergraduate research
and
scholarship
nurtured
and supported by the faculty.
However, this is not represented
solely by these two indicators.
To foster more student
research in the social sciences,
humanities and arts, as Hogan
suggests, a stronger culture
of student-centered research
and faculty-mentor support
needs to be established in these
disciplines. We also need to
better measure and recognize
the research that is taking place
in these areas.
For
disciplines
such
as chemistry, biology, or
mathematics, a culture is
often built in their respective
department that not only
provides opportunities and
paths
for
undergraduate
students to engage in research,
but in many ways necessitates
this process.
It is not to say, however, that
all students are not capable of
doing research—because they
are—but students outside the
STEM fields do not always
receive the same message that
research is an integral part of
getting into graduate school or
having successful careers
Undergraduate
research
is applicable, attainable and
V

achievable for all Grand Valley
students regardless of their
major.
In order to reshape this
traditional understanding of
research, GVSU is actively
taking steps to ensure all
disciplines—especially
the
humanities, social sciences and
arts—receive representation
and
equitable
treatment
throughout all of the programs
Grand Valley offers.
For
example,
faculty
from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, with the
support of the Dean of CLAS
and the director of OURS, are
attending the Creative Inquiry
in the Arts and Humanities
Institute. This Council on
Undergraduate Research event
focuses on the inclusion and
expansion of undergraduate
research in the humanities.
The goal of sending this group
is to better understand and
strategize how to recognize and
provide institutional support to
students conducting research in
the humanities.
Additionally.
GVSU
continues to be a leader is
this larger conversation of
research in the humanities,
social sciences and arts. On
the day the lanthom published
v

Hogan’s article, OURS hosted
a meeting with undergraduate
research directors from nine
Michigan universities and
colleges. A primary topic of
conversation included the level
and inclusion of undergraduate
research in the humanities,
social sciences and arts.
In
collaboration
with
OURS, Pew Faculty Teaching
and Learning Center is
supporting a Faculty Learning
Community (FLC) focused
on strategies for conducting
qualitative
research
with
undergraduate students. The
FLC is exploring effective
methods and approaches in
preparing and working with
undergraduate students in
qualitative methods from
disciplines in the humanities
and social sciences.
These are but a few examples
of how GVSU is committed to
bridging the disparity Hogan
outlines in his article. OURS
will continue to partner with
these efforts in hopes of
increasing accessibility of
GVSU undergraduate research
opportunities in the humanities,
social sciences and arts.
-The
Office
of
Undergraduate Research and
Scholarship
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Fourth generation company 'pioneers' Seidman

BY BRIANA DOOLAN

BDOOLAN 0 LANTHORN.COM

he Mary Idema Pew Library and
Seidman Center have quickly
become the architectural pride
of Grand Valley State University, but
they would not be as iconic as they
are without the vision and work with
Pioneer Construction,
Pioneer Construction has been
working with Grand Valley State
University for over two decades. The
company was established in 1933 and
is now in its fourth generation of own
ership.
“We are builders that have a pas
sion for detail, safety, schedule and
budget,” said Scott Veine, Pioneer’s
director of sustainability. “Our core of
craftsmanship has been passed down
over four generations. Although tech
nology is a critical component in our
management style, our trades make Showing off: John Reifel, associate dean of the Seidman College of Business, showcases
us who we are.”
the new technology of the Seidman Building in a tour after its opening.
trolling contractor in building the Mary detail is timeless. 1 had the great fortune
Because the company is family
owned, Veine believes Pioneer Construc Idema Pew Library. They managed all of touring many business schools in the
34 trade contractor partners that were on design process, from University of Michi
tion has a stronger work ethic.
“We are built on a strong foundation site for the library, including 645 trades gan to Harvard, and GVSU’s building is
with an eye to the future,” said Veine. people. Overall, the team logged over among the best.”
Pioneer collaborated with a number
“Our founder established a reputation 250j000 man-hours at the library.
“When you look at the Library, you of different groups on the Mary Idema
for strong work ethics, personal service,
quality craftsmanship, and a hands-on see this wonderful inviting place that Pew Library project, including MIOmanagement approach. In honor of his screams technology, yet has a subdued SHA, SHW, the commissioning agents
legacy these qualities continue to be the landing place for the students,” Veine of FTC&amp;H and the GVSU facilities
said. “Every detail was thoughtfully ex teams. They were also were heavily en
trademark of our company.”
Veine was project manager for both ecuted from design to installation. As gaged with GVSU public safety on site
the Mary idema Pew Library and the Se students walk through this wonderful logistics and faculty/student safety, the
idman Center; he saw the projects from facility, I hope they take time to look at library staff and the GVSU physical plant
design until completion. Veine was re the intricate woodwork, detailed stainless teams.
Pioneer collaborated with Robert AM
sponsible for pre-construction advisory steel accents and architectural aesthetic
Stem and Integrated Architecture on the
services, estimating, bidding, contracting detail around every comer.”
Pioneer Construction was also the con Seidman Center. They also worked with
and project coordination.
“I was supported by a large and tal trolling contractor in building the Seidman Nicholson Construction (general contrac
ented team at Pioneer,” Veine said. “My Center. There were 26 trade contractors, tor of the ‘Big Dig’ in Boston) to estab
team was comprised of estimators, project including 530 tradespeople on site and lish a new method of ground stabiliza
engineers, safety managers and the best 200,000 man-hours worked on Seidman. tion in West Michigan. Together, with
superintendents in the business. 1 worked In addition, Pioneer’s ironworkers erected subcontractors, structural engineers, soils
directly with the facilities team of James the steel structure of the building, and the engineers and architects, the team imple
Moyer and Bob Brown at GVSU. 1 had general trades division hung doors, built mented a solution used for the first time
the great opportunity to work with SHW architectural wood walls, constructed and Michigan.
“Pioneer would like to thank the thou
(M1P library architect) and Robert AM built every piece of casework, placed the
Stem and Integrated Architecture (Seid tack boards and whiteboards and installed sands of donors, administration, building
committees, faculty, staff, and the facili
man Center) in a way to understand their all of the landscape furnishings.
“When
you
walk
into
the
Seidman
ties group for giving us these fantastic op
designs, understand their expectations
and then instill those expectations to all of Center, it’s classic architecture at its best,” portunities,” Veine said. “But more im
the builders that were part of the projects Veine said. “Although biased, I would portantly, we want to thank the students
utilizing a collaborative solutions oriented contend this is a architectural landmark and their families that continue their sup
for West Michigan. This building’s de port and engagement of this wonderfiil
approach.”
Pioneer has also been the general sign was executed by internationally re University. We understand the University
contractor for numerous other projects at nowned architect Robert AM Stem. With is making a difference in the next genera
GVSU including Padnos, the DeVos Cen the support of local architect (the Grand tion and are proud to be a small part of it.
ter, CHS, Lake Ontario Hall, Neimeyer, Rapids-based firm) Integrated Architec Even though Pioneer comes from an as
ture, design became reality. The wood sortment of educational backgrounds, we
South Campus Apartments and more.
Pioneer Construction was the con work, stone, masonry, and attention to are all Lakers.”

T
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VCS to celebrate new
G V business building
merous casinos, the Univer
sity of Michigan, Michigan
alley City Sign has State University, Michigan
had a longstanding, International Speedway and
positive partnership Meijer, just to name a few.
with Grand Valley State “As business owners, we
take great pride from con
University.
The company, which de cept, design, engineering,
signs and produces custom, custom fabrication and fi
commercial and architectur nally installation of any size
al signs for interior and ex sign package - from a single
terior design, has partnered sign to major corporate sig
with GVSU for a number of nage change,” Cook said.
years on numerous projects “We have designers on staff
around campus. Recently to create and lay out a way
finding project
VCS
worked
directly
with
on
GVSU’s
the customer to
Mary
Idema
help keep cost
Pew
Library
down - a one
and the Seid
That's why
point purchase
man Building.
project - as well
Mary Cook, there is so
as work with
sales-owner of
much pride in architectural
VCS, said she
takes pride in this company. firms for such
projects.”
the quality of
VCS
has
product
that MARY COOK
completed mul
rolls out their SALES-OWNER
tiple sign proj
doors. She said
ects for GVSU over a num
she enjoys watchingthe
concept go frompaper to ber of years. These projects
life during the design pro include the exterior build
ing signs for the complex
cess.
VCS was established es around both campuses.
in 1948 and has produced It also created the initial
comprehensive exterior and way - finding signs (direc
interior sign packages. The tional signs) at GVSU’s
company is a 100-percent Allendale Campus and the
employee-owned business, rooftop letters on the Cen
which means each employ ter for Health Sciences
ee has some ownership of building. VCS designed
the company. Because of and produced the 200 and
this, each employee has a 1,400-name donor boards
vested interest in the prod in the Mary Idema Pew Li
ucts they design and gener brary as well as the etched
story boards and the donorate.
“That’s why there is so recognized room wraps.
much pride in this company, In the Seidman Building,
because we all have some the company designed and
thing in it,” Cook said. “We produced the exterior build
do everything 100 percent, ing identification sign, and
the product is awesome and there are plans for donor
dedication plaques to be in
we do a phenomenal job.”
VCS has a great rela stalled in the exterior patios
tionship with many West and courtyards.
Visit
www.valleycityMichigan organizations and
has worked on a number sign .com for more informa
of projects in the past, in tion.
* These articles were
cluding: Fifth-Third Bank,
Fifth-Third
Ball
Park, paid for by Valley City
Spectrum Health, YMCA, Signs and Pioneer Con
Goodwill Industries, nu- struction.
BY BRIANA DOOLAN

BDOOLAN@LANTHORN.COM
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VALLEY CITY

IGN
An Employee Owned Company
www.valleycitysign.com
5 D09 West River Drive
Co nstock Park, Ml 49321
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GV to host master
class, critique music

BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI

a chance for me to get ad
vice...it is nice because we
Grand Valley State Uni only get to work with one
versity music professor professor and (Mclver’s) a
Min Jin once studied under nice kind of ears to listen to
Eastman School of Music our music and give a new
professor Robert Mclver, perspective.”
GVSU employs four vo
who specializes in German
ic music, French melodies cal professors, who hear the
students from when they
and Italian love songs.
enter
the major until they
“He has plenty of ex
perience to teach in any graduate. The professors
voice area,” Jin said. "This get to know the students
will be another great tip and their voices, familiariz
ing themselves
for our students
with individual
to develop their
strengths and
techniques and
weaknesses.
to get another
It is through
vision, another
dream, because He has plenty opportunities
(Mclver) is one of experience such as the
master
class
of the greatest
to
teach
in
with
Mclver
teachers in the
that the stu
whole USA.”
any area...
dents and pro
On Oct. 11,
fessors are of
Mclver
will MIN JIN
fered a new
PROFESSOR
MUSIC
make his third
opinion.
appearance
at
“For me, he
GVSU for a master class
with six students, where he feels like my grandfather.
will listen to each student He is a very scary person
perform selected pieces and for me,” Jin said. “Individ
ually every student has a
give feedback accordingly.
Two of the students, different story, so I think he
Haley Hildebrandt and Ben has a very good personality
De Leeuw, said that while for every student; he just
they have felt nervous lead fits his character to each
ing up to the class, they student’s.”
Jin encourages his stu
look forward to getting ex
dents
to shake off the
pert advice from Mclver.
“It is a great opportu nerves and to learn from
nity because I have my each critique they receive
recital
next
semester,” because he believes it will
Hildebrandt said. “This is help them to grow as musi
cians.
SPENDOWSKI9LANTHORN.COM

Hot display: A performer at Grand Valley State University's Renaissance Faire spits fire from his mouth. The Renaissance Club put on the fair last
weekend that included tarot card readings, knights battling, and tents selling clothing, food, woodcarvings, swords, and jewelry.

Renaissance fair entertains with past favorites
BY ALEXANDRIA SPRAGUE
ASPRAGUE@LANTHORN.COM

The grass area surround
ing the clock tower was
spotted with canopies, medi
eval performers and vendors
on Oct. 5 and 6. Despite the
rain, families, faculty and
students mingled with pi
rates, gypsies, royal courts,
knights, fairies and min
strels at Grand Valley State
University’s annual Renais
sance Faire.
Tents to buy clothing,
food, woodcarvings, swords
and jewelry were intermixed
with interactive demonstra
tions throughout the two
days.
Tracie Samdal toured the

faire for the first time Satur
day morning along with her
husband and two children.
A gypsy determined her fate
with tarot cards, drawing
three cards to determine her
past, present and future.
Gypsies believe that
fate will draw the card that
should be drawn. This was
Samdal’s second time hav
ing her fate being shown
through tarot.
“My grandmother be
lieves in all that mystical
and crystal stuff, and I really
like the idea of it,” Samdal
said.
Along with tarot, one
could see knights battle
in front of the library. The

clang of metal on metal
could be heard across the
faire.
Not far from the battle
ground, a jail was set up
with club members sticking
to their renaissance charac
ters. For $1, one could put
someone in the black iron
structure and make them do
“silly things.”
A mercenary encamp
ment with tents was sepa
rated from the jail only by
three performers juggling. A
pirate show was also set up
nearby that drew a lot of at
tention, especially from the
younger boys in attendance.
Among many of the per
formers wandering around

was Rachel Bowling, former
president of the club for two
years, who is a gypsy known
as Scarlet. Bowling was first
drawn to the faire because of
her former experience at the
Holly Renaissance Festival.
The gypsy faction read
tarot and also danced around
at the faire. This year is dif
ferent than the last year for
Bowling’s gypsy routine.
“We have our old site
back this year. The library is
open so we have more space
for the merchants and every
thing is just set up better,”
Bowling said. “Last year we
were squished next to the
Student Services Building
because of construction.”

Jazz soloists to bring improvisation
BY CHANON CUMMMINGS

I also like to look for new
arrangements that come out
every year.”
erforming music live
Senior music perfor
in front of an audi mance major Joshua Dreyer
ence can be a nerve has been playing drums
wrecking experience, but
since the age of 10 and is
imagine performing live part of the orchestra.
and making up the melody
“Jazz is different every
on the spot.
time and there’s a lot of
The Jazz Orchestra will room for flexibility and free
perform its first concert of dom,” Dreyer said. “Some
the school year on
things
are
Oct. 15, and, as per
predeterthe style, soloists
mined, and
will have to bring
hopefully
improvisation
to
that’s
the
the pieces.
same
every
...there's a lot
The motto “A
time,
but
great jazz perform of room for
within that
er never plays the
flexibility and there is al
same thing once” is
ways room
one Tim Froncek, freedom.
for interpre
affiliate professor
tation
and
at Grand Valley
there’s
al
State
University
ways dedi
and director of the JOSHUA DREYER
cated parts
Jazz
Orchestra, GVSU STUDENT
of the song
takes to heart when
where peo
playing music and
ple make stuff up—it’s nev
directing students.
er the same.”
Voted “Jazz Musician
Performing live is al
of the Year,” in 2004 by ways an experience, es
the West Michigan Jazz pecially when unexpected
Society, Froncek chooses things happen.
arrangements for the or
“Sometimes we do bet
chestra that are based on ter than other times, but you
various soloists in the band. get used to improvisation,
“The selections are very and you get comfortable
challenging for the impro with the different ways you
visers,” Froncek said. “I can approach improvisa
like to present traditional tion, and hopefully, it also
arrangements that are from sounds good at the same
the big band repertoire, and
CCUMMINGS@LANTHORN.COM
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All that jazz: Grand Valley State University's Jazz Orchestra performs at a recent concert. The orchestra features
soloists, who are given the opportunity to improvise their musical contributions.

Top Ensemble features well-known tunes

Live without regrets,
Learn without borders.

BY AUDRA GAMBLE

any student wanting to get
into classical or modem
he Grand
Valley classical music or anyone
State
University who played in band in high
Symphonic
Wind school and wants to see a
top-notch group perform.”
Ensemble will make its de
The Symphonic Wind
but for the academic year
Ensemble
is the highest
on Oct. 13, featuring mu
sic by John Phillip Sousa, level wind ensemble at
Leonard Bernstein, John GVSU, so while the music
is well known, it still pre
Mackey and others.
sented
a challenge to the
Well-known pieces like
“Stars and Stripes Forev members of the group.
“We have some great
er” and “Symphonic Suite
repertoire
on this concert.
from West Side Story” will
be heard at the premiere. The Bernstein is extreme
The music will be recog ly difficult but the band
nizable to even those who makes some great music
are strangers to the classi with it,” Maycroft said.
“All of these pieces really
cal music world.
“Anyone who has seen challenge the skill of our
‘West Side Story’ should musicians, and it will be
enjoy
the
‘Symphon exciting to listen to and
ic Suite,’ and everyone watch.”
The selected pieces are
should know ‘Stars and
of
many different styles,
Stripes Forever,’” eupho
providing
a variation for
nium player Ricky Maycroft said. “This concert the music students to play.
“The diversity of the
is a great opportunity for
program is very unique,”
AGAMBLE ® LANTHORN.COM
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Discover where you'll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu
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time,” Dreyer said.
Students have spent a lot
of time preparing for the
concert not only as a group,
but individually, as well.
Each soloist spends hours
in practice rooms.
Froncek and Dreyer’s fa
vorite tune for this concert,
“Jackson Square,” is based
on the traditional rhythms
from New Orleans.
“Our drummer, Dreyer,
is killing it,” Froncek said.
“I just can’t stand still.”
With jazz, the point is
to try to play it differently
every time, unlike classi
cal music, where the point
is to regenerate the original
piece as precisely as pos
sible.
“You can play the same
song five times at five dif
ferent concerts, or have five
people play the same song,
and it can sound completely
different,” Dreyer said.
For Froncek, the best
part of performing jazz live
is the audience’s response.
He said if he can get lis
teners tapping their toes
and smiling, he knows he’s
done his job.
The Jazz Orchestra con
cert will take place from
8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre
in the Performing Arts Cen
ter. More information about
this event can be found at
the GVSU website.

USAC#

University Studies Abroad Consortium

freshman trumpeter Jason
Grooms said. “I’m most
excited for the wide range
of emotion and intense en
ergy that will be present.”
As this is the first con
cert of the year, the Sym
phonic Wind Ensemble has
been preparing since the
start of the academic year.
The students of the ensem
ble have been learning how
to perform the music, but
they have also picked up
other skills along the way.
“It has taught me how to
listen to many more things
that happen around me,”
Grooms said. “It taught
me how to be patient, con
fident and as always with
these types of concerts,
teamwork.”
The concert will take
place at 3 p.m. in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center
and is free and open to the
public,
• • •♦
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ist honors at Ashland
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Rivalries power Laker drive
Football looks to win 12th game In 13 years against rival Ferris

Grand Valley State Uni
versity junior golfer Kelly
Hartigan garnished medalist
honors at the Ashland Invita
tional on Monday after finish
ing the event with a six-stroke
individual victory. Hartigan
accomplished the feat for the
fifth time in her career. She
finished the event carding a
150 (+6). Sophomore Gabrielle Shipley also delivered
for the team, finishing in a
sixth-place tie with a 159
(+15). No. 19 GVSU ended up
in third place as a team with
a 645 (+69) behind secondplace Ferris State Univer
sity and Ashland University,
which won the tournament.
The Lakers will compete next
in the Ferris State Univer
sity Bulldog invitational on
Saturday and Sunday in Big
Rapids, Mich.

Williams named GLIAC
Defensive Player of the
Week

Plan for success: Deonte’ Hurst runs a blocked punt toward the endzone. The Grand Valley State Univeristy Lakers will face Ferris State University this
weekend. After losing to their rivals last year, the Lakers are preparing for a win this year, even with a,disadvantage of an away game.

Senior cornerback Reg
gie Williams of the No. 24
Grand Valley State University
football team was named the
GLIAC Defensive Player of the
Week following a strong per
formance in the team's 49-3
win over MichiganTechnological University on Saturday.
Williams broke up four passes
and notched four tackles in
the victory, while chipping in
on a number of kick and punt
returns for a total of 60 yards.
Only one player in all of the
NCAA Division II has more
passes defended than the
Lansing, Mich, native. GVSU
will travel to take on Ferris
State University on Saturday
at 7 p.m. in Big Rapids, Mich.

SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

BY BRICE DEROUIN

The last time the Grand Valley
State University football team saw
Ferris State University, the Bull
dogs were celebrating at midfield
of Lubbers Stadium.
Now, No. 24 GVSU (4-1, 2-1
GLIAC) will look to return the fa
vor Saturday night at Top Taggart
Field in this year’s battle for the
Anchor Bone Trophy.
Last year was the first time
since 1999 that a Ferris State team
defeated GVSU. The Bulldogs ac
cumulated 457 rushing yards in a
40-24 victory.
If the Lakers want to reestab
lish their dominance in this ri
valry, they will have to find a way

Football to wear allwhite uniforms at Ferris
State
The No. 24 Grand Valley
State University football team
will be donning a new look
for its road matchup against
Ferris State University on
Saturday night in Big Rapids,
Mich. GVSU (4-1, 2-1 GLIAC)
will wear all-white Adidas
uniforms for the AnchorBoneTrophy game, which
are complemented by white
helmets, white jerseys and
white pants. The team had
used black helmets in every
game since the 1995 season.
The jerseys feature a block
lettering style of font with
"GVSU" above the numbers.
The text is all black with a
Laker-blue trim. Players will
also be sporting white gloves.

GLIAC

SCHEDULE
CROSS COUNTRY
Friday at Muskegon
Jayhawk Invite 2 p.m.

W. TENNIS
Friday atTiffin 3 p.m.
Saturday at Ohio Do
minican 10 a.m.
Sunday at Ashland 10
a.m.

VOLLEYBALL

Saturday at Ashland 6
p.m.

FOOTBALL
Saturday at Ferris State
7 p.m.

W. SOCCER
Saturday vs. Ferris
State 7 p.m.

W. SWIM & DIVE
Saturday vs. Northern
Mich. 12 p.m.

W. GOLF
Saturday at FSU Bull
dog Invite
Sunday at FSU Bulldog
Invite

M.TENNIS
Saturday atTitan Invite
(TBA)

M. GOLF
Monday at Midwest
Region Invite
Tuesday at Midwest
Region Invite

ground against GVSU last year.
Running back Korey Ringer tal
lied 131 yards on the ground and a
touchdown, while Jamaal Jackson
ran for 107 yards and one score.
Going against a read-option of
fense presents different challenges
for GVSU. Unlike traditional runoffenses where flying to the ball
and getting up-field might be ini
tial keys on defense, maintaining
discipline and knowing the assign
ment is vital against a read-option
offense that has the ability to cre
ate various opportunities.
“It’s critical,” Mitchell said
about his players maintaining dis
cipline on defense. “If we got guys
who don’t know what they’re do
ing or are confused or trying to do

too much, you give up a big play.
It’s going to come down to a lot
of one-on-one matchups with our
defense against their offense.”
After limiting Tyler Scarlettone of the best quarterbacks in the
GLIAC—and the Michigan Tech
offense to three points, the GVSU
defense is putting that game be
hind it, knowing a new challenge
is waiting.
“We just have to prepare for an
other game and execute the same
way,” senior linebacker Luther
Ware said. “If one person messes
up and doesn’t go to their man,
he’s going to be wide open. Ev
eryone has to be locked into what
they’re doing. It has to be one of
SEE FOOTBALL ON A8
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single standard soccer game takes a little more senior tri-captain Sam Decker
than 90 minutes to complete. That’s 5,400 said. “We’re not just teammates,
seconds. And during an 11 -year tenure, Grand we’re not just there for each other
Valley State University women’s soccer coachfor two hours during practice. We
love one another, we play for one
Dave Dilanni hasn’t wasted one.
In February 2003, Dilanni was hired as Laker another and (that) makes us suc
coach and has since guided GVSU to eight straight cessful together.”
Handed a seeding, four-year
GLIAC titles, 10 consecutive NCAA Division II
tournament berths, six final four appearances, run old program in need of an identity,
ner-up finishes and a pair of national champion Dilanni provided one. And like
blades of grass carefully mani
ships.
“We kind of started our own little arms race, cured across GVSU’s now storied
if you will, where we’re (GVSU) the leaders out home field, Dilanni grew season
front and it’s tough to stay there,” said GVSU asso after winning season into a dy
ciate athletic director Keri Becker. “It’s one thing nasty.
“I think everybody has aspira Leading the team: Head soccer coach Dave Dilanni gives the Lakers
to claw and grind and get yourself to the top, but to
stay there, 1 think you have to reinvent yourself to tions and goals that they have in tips on how to work together and improve as a team.
active Division II coaches and third across all divi
create situations that continue to separate you from mind for their job, their career
sions. The second passed with little ado. “I had an
and
the
people
that
they’re
involved
with
and
the rest of the pack.”
Dilanni has coached All-Americans, both ath work with, but a lot of it had to do with the sup idea we might be somewhere close (to 200 wins)
letic and academic, record breakers and undefeated port Grand Valley gave us,” Dilanni said. “Early just from the last couple of years, but at the time,
teams. His squads have outscored opponents an as on, we weren’t fully funded, but now we are. Our I had no idea until a parent said something to me
tronomical 812-107, have posted 163 shutouts— facilities have made huge strides, our school has the weekend after,” Dilanni said.“To me, it’s an ex
an average of 15 per season—and have continually grown both academically and cosmetically, and I ample of the message that is sent out and relayed
think there are a lot of things that helped accelerate to our kids and the commitment level not only of
evolved year-by-year under Dilanni’s tutelage.
What makes GVSU’s program truly special, those goals—to win championships, to be success our current, but former players and staff have put
into our program striving for our goals. It’s really
ful in the classroom, on the field and as a person.”
though, cannot be quantified by numbers alone.
On Sept. 20 in a 2-0 victory against Ashland, less about me as it is a message that there’s been
“What makes this program—what might be a
little different from other programs—is that Dave Dilanni collected his 200th victory to go with a a great deal of consistency all the way across the
always pushes the idea that this team is a family,” win percentage (.887) that is the highest among all

A

SEE SOCCER ON A8

Friday at Lake Erie 7
p.m.

to stop the option-run offense of
Ferris State, and that begins with
stopping sophomore quarterback
Jason Vander Laan.
Vander Laan averages 122 rush
ing yards per game—the fourth
most in the GLIAC —and has
scored 10 rushing touchdowns this
year. In last year’s match-up, he
torched the Laker defense for 185
yards and two touchdowns.
“It starts with their quarterback
Vander Laan,” GVSU head coach
Matt Mitchell said. “He’s obvi
ously their leading rusher, so they
run him quite a bit. Their offense
is very multiple and has a lot of
moving parts.”
Vander Laan wasn’t the only
Bulldog to have success on the

GOL K

Missing the maik
Men's golf unable to defend GLIAC title
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State Univer
sity men’s golf team had established
an enormous target on its back af
ter winning back-to-back GLIAC
titles the past two years. That target
proved to be too big this week as the
Lakers were unable to defend their
title at the 2013 GLIAC champion
ships.
“I think it was a combination of
things to why we didn’t play our
best,” junior Jack Rider said. “It was
a tough weekend for all of us. In the
end, we didn’t play terribly, but then
again we couldn’t come up with the
win.”
GVSU would finish fifth among
the field of 14 GLIAC teams with

a total score of 917—14 strokes
behind eventual champion Malone
University (903). Ashland Univer
sity (904), Ohio Dominican Uni
versity (904) and Saginaw Valley
State University (916) would finish
behind Malone to round out the top
five.
“I don’t think we played the
way we wanted to as a team ” se
Stick together: GVSU Derek Barribeau remains focused after hitting the ball.
nior Joel Siegel said. “It was very
The Lakers won the GLIAC title the past two years, but finished fifth this year.
disappointing, especially because
ninth on the individual leaderboard. ham was unable to stay in the chase
we didn’t play to our expectations.
“I thought myself and Jack in rounds two and three and would
Winning the (GLIAC) for the past
played a lot of quality holes,” Sie eventually finish 22nd with a three
two seasons, it’s a disappointment
gel said. “I feel like we hit the ball round score of 232 (+16). Sopho
not to win it again this year .”
pretty decent throughout the week mores Tyler Polulak and Chris BeltRider and senior Joel Siegel
end despite the tough weather con zer would finish with rounds of 231
would both post top-10 scores as
(+15) and 249 (+33), respectively,
ditions.”
they each finished with a threeAfter a decent first round score
round score of 227 (+11) to tie for
SEE GOLF 0NA8
of 75 (+3), senior Chris Cunning
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Naturally talented

Peterson goes from unknown recruit to leader for GV cross country
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR <9 LANTHORN.COM

we’re prepared and then
whoever makes plays on
CONTINUED FROM A7
Saturday.”
Coming off of its best
11; everybody has to do
win of the season, the Lak
their job.”
On
offense, GVSU ers are not looking to rest
will look to build on last on their laurels. Mitch
week’s 49-point perfor ell has emphasized to his
mance against Michigan team how important it is
Tech. On the year, the Lak for them to not get caught
ers average 34.8 points per up in one strong perfor
game, while the Bulldogs mance.
“Biggest
surrender 31.8
thing I told
points per con
the team after
test.
the Tech per
Despite Fer
formance —
ris State giving We can still
hopefully we
up the seventh
get better and don’t breathe
most
points
a sigh of re
per game in still improve.
lief and think
the conference,
we’re okay,”
junior quarter
Mitchell said.
back Heath Par- MATT MITCHELL
“No, we’re not
ling came away HEAD COACH
okay. We can
impressed with
still get better
the Bulldog de
fense after watching foot and still improve.”
Students interested in
age of the squad.
“They have really good attending can pay $20 at
athletes,” Parling said. the ticket office to ride a
“They’re probably the first bus to Ferris State for the 7
defense we faced that is p.m. game. The ticket also
just as athletic as us. It’s includes a t-shirt, game
going to come down to ticket and food.
execution and how well

FOOTBALL

Peterson goes from unknown recruit
to leader for GV cross country
As famed U.S. hockey coach Herb
Brooks once said, “Great moments are
bom from great opportunity.” Grand
Valley State University cross-country
runner Alan Peterson would like to have
a word with Brooks.
Peterson, a junior from
Ironwood, Mich., started
competitively running in
sixth grade. It didn’t take
long for him to find his
stride, racing to the top of
a quality collegiate team
just eight years later.
His
secret?
Carpe
Diem.
“I feel like a lot of peo
ple don’t make the most of
opportunities when they
get them,” Peterson said.
“Even when there aren’t
clear opportunities, 1 like approaching
every day trying to get better.”
And get better he has. Quickly. After
being pinned with a redshirt his fresh
man year, Peterson made the GLIAC
All-Academic team in his first year of
competition in 2011. In the same year,
he finished 38th at the Spartan Invite
while posting a time of 25 minutes, 30

seconds in the 8K—a personal best at
the time.
In just two years time, Peterson has
managed to bring his record 8K time
down by more than a minute to a blis
tering 24:28, along with setting and re
setting multiple personal records each
year. However, great improvement can
not come without great effort.
“All of our runners
know that to succeed, they
have to work very, very
hard,” head coach Jerry
Baltes said. “Alan is bluecollar and business-like.
He goes about his busi
ness and does little things
right.”
Taking care of the min
iscule details—core train
ing, stretching, icing mus
cles—has played a big role
PETERSON in transforming Peterson
from a relatively unknown
recruit to an impact runner
for the Lakers. Being from the Upper
Peninsula, Peterson was not as highly
touted a recruit as he would have been
if he was from downstate. Nevertheless,
Polk conjectures that Peterson is the
best runner from the Upper Peninsula
that GVSU has ever had and possibly
one of the best the state has ever seen.
“The seriousness that he takes in run-

ning is what puts him to the next level,”
Polk said. “He understands it and it’s his
job. He’s always ready to work hard and
put everything he has into the sport.”
An exercise science major, Peterson
excels away from the course as well as
on it. As an encore to being named to
the GLIAC All-Academic team in 2011,
Peterson repeated the feat in 2012 and
will look to make it a trifecta in 2013.
The sincerity and dedication he shows
in the classroom is apparent in his sport,
as well.
Peterson has been described as busi
nesslike when he takes to the course,
and teammates are starting to emulate
his methods. Rather than being flashy,
as so many successful athletes are, Pe
terson simply leads by example, setting
the pace for the Lakers and encouraging
his teammates every step of the way. As
he moves forward in his career, Peter
son said he wants to continue to focus
on making his team as successful as
possible. The GVSU men finished sev
enth at nationals last year, but Peterson
said he believes a first or second place
finish is within the realm of possibility
this year.
Regardless of the ultimate outcome
of the 2013 Laker cross-country crew,
Peterson will be back next year, just
looking for an opportunity to grasp.
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to round out the top five for the
Lakers.
“I feel like a lot of our scores
didn’t really reflect the way we
played,” Cunningham said. “I made
several big putts, but there’s always
the ones that get away from you that
can affect your score.”
GVSU now faces an uphill battle
the rest of the fall as the team will
be fighting desperately every week
end for another chance at Super Regionals, which will be played in the
spring of 2014.
“There’s a bigger emphasis placed
on every single tournament we play
in from this point on,” Rider said. “I
think we are headed in the right di
rection, and in no way did this loss

WANTED

set us back. We just
have to realize win
ning tournaments is
no longer automat
ic for us.”
Up next, GVSU
will travel to Eu
reka, Mo., on Oct.
14 for the Midwest
Regional
Invita
tional to close out
its 2013 fall season.
“It’s going to be
important that we
end the fall season
on a positive note,”
Cunningham said.
“As long as we play
with
confidence,
we can get the job
done next week.”
Lost chance: Senior Chris Cunningham keeps an eye on the
golf ball. The Lakers failed to hold their GLIAC title.
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SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM A7
board to create those
wins.”
Grass doesn’t grow over
night. It takes energy and
commitment to keep it green.
And time. Yet to reflect upon
Dilanni’s numerous accom
plishments, crowned by a
205-18-8 record as GVSU
coach that screams ‘consis
tent excellence,’ it’s fair to
fair to wonder if Dilanni has
perhaps discovered some
sort of elusive formula for
a perennial power miracle
grow.
“The goals stem from
day-to-day,” Decker said.
“The goals stack up, but
Dave is very much focused
on this practice, the day
ahead of us, the first game
this week and then we can
start focusing on the second
game. We’re very disci-

jj

plined to think about things
we can do right now to help
us in the near future. No sec
ond wasted.”
Yet with (seemingly)
little left that hasn’t already
been accomplished, there’s
no rush. Like Forrest Gump
mowing Alabama’s prac
tice field as a hobbyist, for
Dilanni, the practice itself
takes precedence; the art of
growing the grass, of grow
ing a soccer team, priori
tized over any accolade that
might be reamed from the
process.
“For me, it’s about the
process,” Dilanni said. “The
day-to-day experience with
the student-athletes, getting
to know them outside of soc
cer, working on them having
the understanding that they
need to be competitive, both
on the field and off the field,
having that interaction,
keeping expectations high
and doing things right. The

end results are the champi
onships and the wins, but for
me, and I think our kids will
tell you, that I’ll coach them
the same whether we’re
winning a game or losing,
whether it’s a tight game
or a blowout, whether it’s a
practice or a game.”
Time has been good to
Dilanni, but it isn’t up yet.
For him and the undefeated,
unrelenting and un-scoredupon GVSU soccer program
(8-01), win 200 is merely
that—a win.
For Dilanni and GVSU
soccer, it’s always a good
time, a good day, a good
second, to grow.
“We want to improve ev
eryday, to stay hungry and
competitive to lear,” he said.
“If we can do that and con
tinue to get better as a team,
I think we’ll be there, where
we need to be, in the end.
We just have to stay focused
on the everyday.”
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Men s club soccer records initial victories
BY JAY BU8HEN

visions) bids only the top three squads in
each division a trip to the regional tourna
rand Valley State University boasts ment, making the jump to third an impor
not only the No. 1 women’s soccer tant one. GVSU has a chance to secure the
team in all of the NCAA Division third seed on the road with a victory or tie
against Eastern Michigan University on
II, but also an up-and-coming men’s club
team that appears to be primed for a his Saturday at 2 p.m.
“We’ve got a good chance to surprise
toric season.
The men’s club team recorded a cru people,” Devine said. “We want to get
cial victory over the University of Notre one of those bids. We beat ND 2-0 and
Dame on Saturday after sophomore for Michigan only beat them 1-0. We’re not
ward Nolan Berry cashed in on a break far behind.”
GVSU has never won the regional
away goal in the second half to spark a 2-0
tournament, but the team did manage to
home victory.
“We needed that win,” senior captain qualify for the national tournament in
Tim Devine said. “If we would have lost, 2012. However, the core group of players
were seniors who have since graduated.
we would have lost our trip to regionals.”
Senior defender Alec Lanigan said the
GVSU (10-1-1) moved into third place
2013
season was expected to be some
in the Midwest Alliance Soccer Confer
ence (MASC) Central Division standings what of a rebuilding year. The team has
with a 6-1 -1 record after the team secured eight freshmen on its roster.
“Last year we graduated a ton of se
a 2-0 weekend win with a 3-1 home victo
niors.
We thought it would be a rough
ry over Valparaiso University on Sunday.
The University of Michigan currently year,” Lanigan said. “You’ve got to give
holds the No. 1 spot in the Central while these freshmen credit. They came in here
the MASC reigning champions of Michi and began to mesh immediately. There’s
usually a learning curve but they picked it
gan State University rank second.
The MASC format (four 11 -team di up really quick and came out flying.”
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The Lakers also lost a bit of physical
assertiveness from last season. The co
captain said the team has a very small
number of players that exceed the 6-foot
mark.
What the team lacks in size and experi
ence it makes up for with speed. If its ballpossession style of attack stops working,
it is able to switch to a counter-attack ap
proach that has led to a number of break
away opportunities.
“We’re a very small team," he said.
“We have to work our game through speed
and keep the ball on the ground. We don’t
have any star players, just a lot of team
work and taking advantage of our speed.
We’re a lot more unpredictable now.”
Head coach Jeff Crooks said he is
pleasantly surprised with the success of
his team in his Uth season and that the
past few years have really elevated the
program to new heights.
He said he attributes much of the suc
cess this season to the leadership provided
by the five seniors.
“They’re all extremely important,”
Crooks said. “They not only bring leader
ship, but also experience.”

Club baseball hopes to build on Dl tournament win
BY PAT BICANICH
PBICANICH@LANTHORN.COM

he true test of greatness is when a
team can face down a challenge and
come out on top. The Grand Valley
State University club baseball team
able to do just that at the Spartan Invita
tional this weekend.
The Lakers went 5-0 en route to win
ning the first ever Spartan Invitational in
Battle Creek, Mich. As the only Division II
team in the field, GVSU defeated Division
I opponents Central Michigan University,
Western Michigan University, Ohio Uni
versity and Michigan State University.
However, the Lakers were challenged
and had to work for their title.
GVSU trailed 7-2 going into the top
of the seventh inning during its semifinal
matchup with CMU. The Lakers proceed
ed to score seven runs to take a 9-7 lead,
which they preserved in the bottom half of
the inning.
“It definitely was a nail-biter in the
semifinal,” pitcher and first basemen Ron
Fancher said. “It really came down to stick
ing to the basics, manufacturing runs. We
aren’t really a home-run ball team—just a
bunch of base-hit guys all the way through
our lineup. The speed of our team is in
credible this year, and it was crucial in that
game. It really shows that the resiliency of
this team is incredible and that we never
give up or back down from any challenge,
no matter how insurmountable it may
seem.”

T

The Lakers used the momentum from
the semifinal thriller to defeat Michigan
State University in a 10-inning battle.
Fancher tossed five shutout innings be
fore being relieved by Karl Brecht, who
surrendered two runs in two innings for
was
GVSU.
Michael Michalski earned the win by
pitching the last three innings, and he also
had the game-winning RBI. In the bottom
of the 10th, Michalski hit a two-out, walkoff triple scoring Christopher Zuby all the
way from first base. Michalski’s heroics
propelled GVSU to a 3-2 victory.
The Lakers said they were thrilled to
win the tournament and thankful for the op
portunity to showcase their talents against
Division I competition.
‘To win a tournament with a high level
of competition means so much to us,"
pitcher Marcus Gignac said. “Every single
game was competitive, and we made a lot
of clutch plays. To beat Division I teams
just gives us a huge boost of confidence
going into our conference schedule.”
Senior catcher and vice president Cam
ion Moorehead has watched the club base
ball program evolve from a dismal 0-15
season in its first year to a league record of
15-0 the very next year. He attributes the
improvements to the increasing amount of
talented players trying out for the team year
in and year out.
“The club baseball program has grown
immensely since the trial run of our first
year,” Moorehead said. “The level of tal
ent that has come out to tryouts the last two
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years shows that the club baseball program
is still on the rise and gaining more ac
knowledgment every year.”
The Lakers have added a lot of depth
to the pitching staff and no longer have to
rely of their starters to pitch deep into ballgames. However, defense will be a point of
emphasis to eliminate some of the costly
errors that they have already encountered
this season.
“We’re really happy about how deep
our bullpen is this year,” Fancher said.
“Last year us starters were relied on heavily
to go deep into the game or even go com
plete games, but now we have a sense of re
lief that we know we have plenty of quality
support behind us. Improvements that we
want to see are to lock down our defense
and eliminate errors that have almost cost
us key games already this fall.”
GVSU will travel to Saginaw Valley
State University on Oct. 12 for a threegame set. This series has some extra sig
nificance for the Lakers, and they are confi
dent that they will have success if they stick
to their game.
“We are traveling to SVSU to take
part in our Battle of The Valleys,” Gignac
said. “Obviously, them, Ferris and Central
are our biggest rivals, but beating SVSU
means something more. It is important for
us to beat them because one of our goals is
to win our conference, and they are the first
step to get there. As long as we go out there
and play our game, we should come out of
there with three victories.”
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS. FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
1 room for sublease in Cop
per Beach. Big rooms; lots of
living space! 3 other girls in
the house and would prefer a
female. This is an upstairs
bedroom with its own private
full bathroom attached.
Apartment is fully furnished.
The 3 girls are VERY respect
ful, nice, and clean.
Sub-lease would run from
Dec 14th - June 28th. Rent is
$442 a month which includes
water.
Please feel free to contact
me with any questions or to
get a tour!

I need Roommates! Possibly

Roommates

2, maybe only 1

48 West - Now leasing for
the 2014-2015 school year!
Call (616)-895-2400 for more
information.

Plaza
Towers
Call (616)-776-3300 for more
information on Plaza Tower
Apartments located Down
town.

Pineridge Apartments has
ground level apartments that
look and feel like condos!
ideally located between Al
lendale
and
Grand
Rapids. (616)-453-7999.

The Lofts - 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments less than a mile
from
the
downtown
campus. (616)-234-0100.

House in NW Grand Rapids
right off of Fulton Avenue!
4 Bedroom, 2 bathroom
house
Large basement with laundry
Fenced in backyard with tons
of off street parking behind
house
Great Location just minutes
from Pew Campus
$425 a month
Please text (989)-640-3711

1 subleaser needed for the
Winter semester, starting
January 1,2014. Located
downtown Grand Rapids at
American Seating Apart
ments. Rent is 420 a month
with free parking. Located
close to the downtown cam
pus. Only utility to pay is
Consumer’s Energy. Please
call 810-360-7543 for more
details.

Looking for a female room
mate
for 2 bedroom 1 bath at Loft
45.
Lease until July 31. $420 a
month plus utilities.
Am easy going & full time
student @ GVSU.
(junior/senior status)
More info.: call/text
586-817-0031 anytime
email: fuocoa@mail.gvsu.edu

From: Brandon Schweiger
Email:
Schweigb@mail.gvsu.edu
Highland Place Apartments Studio and 1 bedroom apart
ments designed with comfort
and style! (616)-234-0100.

Looking for female subleaser
for Meadows Crossing! Rent
is only $419 a month, you will
have your own room and
bathroom and parking space!

Looking for a female sub
leaser ASAP at 48 West!!
Rent is $512/month, 4 bed
room 4
bathroom apartment, and
comes with a parking pass.
Please spread the word to
any friends who may be in
terested. Contact me (Mor
gan) at I
eightom@mail .gvsu.edu

Looking for subleaser in
Copper Beech apts for winter
2014 semester! Have 3
roommates, all great people!

Housing

SUBLEASER NEEDED. It’s a
furnished four bedroom, 4.5
bath town home in Copper
Beech. I have one of the
rooms downstairs which in
cludes an attached bath
room. The lease ends in June
and the rent is $397.00 (in
cluding water) The lease
would start in December. Ei
ther text/call me at
616-928-5550. Please let me
know asap if you’re inter
ested.

Internships
I am graduating in December
and am looking for someone
to take over my lease. I live
at Knollwood Estates, which
is the trailer park right next to
speedway. It is near two dif
ferent 37 bus stops. Rent is
250 a month plus utilities.
There are 2 other great girls
that are studious. It is a
trailer so there is a lot of
room and it is furnished ex
cept for the room I need
rented. If there are any ques
tions email me or contact me
at (248) 390-4574

Love INC
Job Title: Marketing Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Search Job ID: 10311
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Worldwide Pants, Inc.
Job Title: Late Show with
David Letterman Interns
Location: New York, NY
Search Job ID: 10338
Apply By: October 30, 2013
For more information visit
www .qvsu .edu/lakerjobs

AND STAFF

some restrictions apply

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com

BBB Serving Western Michi
gan
Job Title: Charity Review In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 6599
Apply By: January 20, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Celebration Cinema
Job Title: Accounting Assis
tant Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10442
Apply By: October 15, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

New Way Recovery, Inc.
Job Title: Social Media Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 10181
Apply By: October 21,2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Lakeshore Arts Alliance, Inc
Job Title: Programming and
Research Marketing Intern
Location: Saugatuck, Ml
Search Job ID: 10137
Apply By: October 20, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Domino’s Pizza
Job Title: Summer Intern
ships
Location: Ann Arbor, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10041
Apply By: October 16, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

G.A. Richards Company
Job Title: IT Support Tech
Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10147
Apply By: October 20. 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

New Way Recovery, Inc.
Job Title: Social Media Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 10181
Apply By: October 21, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Eidex
Job Title: Business Intelli
gence Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $ 12/hr
Search Job ID: 10525
Apply By: November 30,
2013
For more information visit
www .qvsu. edu/l akerjobs

live this way

State Farm Insurance
Job Title: Business Develop
ment Internship
Location: Holland, Ml
Salary: 8.50/hour
Search Job ID: 10203
Apply By: October 23, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

FACEBOOK.COM/eVLANTHORH

Spectrum Health
Job Title: Summer 2014 IS
Internships
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10343
Apply By: October 27, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Mel Trotter Ministries Inc.
Job
Title:
Nurse/
LPN/CENA/EMT Volunteer or
Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 10242
Apply By: December 31,
2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Perrigo Company
Job Title: Summer 2014 Cor
porate Tax Internship
Location: Allegan, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 10202
Apply By: December 13,
2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

GVLANTHORN

PBRAIN BUSTERS
HOC US-K)t.T)S

Amber Waves
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CryptoQuip
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This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

Clue; A equals Z

YMQMAXIJ BJMVOFXIQ AXIQXIQ

LAFF-A-DAY

Just like Cats A Dogs

FJDUNIDJD BFNY 0IDMVXDBXJC
UFNC0PV 0DJFD:
“PNID0YJF FJVNFVD."
CAM vou TMuBT YOU* Mli T)im
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MAGIC MAZE
LNKI

by Linda Thistle

7
CONQUER

THE

WHIRLEdU

8
1

ITH
VDEFRIN

4
6

KA0R

7

VRICHE0
▼ NKI
ALR0
VHERET

r AFR
VCATERK
KHACL
V0TMA

Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word
(ex. HAGNEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from
any marked ( V ) letter string as each unscrambles into more than one
word (ex f RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ). Fit each
string's word cither across or down to knot all twelve strings together.

4

7

6

3
2

2

L K I O R O D I R R O C G E E
C B P R E H O R R O R R E T D
Z E I X A W U U E R S A R P R

8

5
9

1

Place a number In the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★ *
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2013 King FacturM Synd., Me.

J W H E C

A Y W V R A S T A R O R P N R

2

8

9

Q N L J E G E E C M Z X E V T

7
5

3

FCZWURPMJH E

R P N L A T H N L I

3

9

1

MURR0

9

5
4

S

C ZCA RBI T R A R Y)X U R S

2

6

THE
THREE R

R E I R R A B O F M A L T J O
R I G E S D B A E Y X B W O E
U T S Q P R O I R R A W O N R
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally

Arbitrary
Arrears
Barrier
Barrister

Borrower
Corridor
Harrier
Horror

Mirror
Narrator
Referral
Reorder

Reporter
Terror
Warrior
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